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Mike and Phani's Essential C++ TechniquesApress, 1999

	C++ is the language of choice for developing the most sophisticated Windows programs, but it is filled with hidden traps for the unwary. Mike Hyman and Phani Vaddadi's no-nonsense book helps C++ programmers avoid these traps by providing invaluable techniques gleaned from a combined 30 years of...
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Data Parallel C++: Mastering DPC++ for Programming of Heterogeneous Systems using C++ and SYCLApress, 2020

	
		Learn how to accelerate C++ programs using data parallelism. This open access book enables C++ programmers to be at the forefront of this exciting and important new development that is helping to push computing to new levels. It is full of practical advice, detailed explanations, and code examples to illustrate key topics. 
...
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Eclipse CookbookO'Reilly, 2004
Eclipse is a powerful open source platform that gives Java  developers a new way to approach development projects. In  the Eclipse Cookbook, Java expert Steve  Holzner demystifies Eclipse with practical recipes for more  than 800 situations you may encounter--from deploying a web  application automatically to...
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Objects First with Java: A Practical Introduction Using BlueJPrentice Hall, 2002
Welcome to the first introductory programming textbook that completely integrates BlueJ with the teaching  of object-oriented principles using Java.
BlueJ is a Java development environment that runs on top of the Sun Microsystems Java Development Kit  making use of the standard compiler and virtual machine.  It has been specifically designed...
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Compiling EsterelSpringer, 2007
Designed as the definitive reference on the compilation of the Esterel synchronous reactive real-time language, Compiling Esterel covers all aspects of the language and includes a tutorial, a reference manual, its formal semantics, and detailed technical information about the many techniques used to compile it.
Esterel is based on the simple...
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Programming Multi-Agent Systems in AgentSpeak using Jason (Wiley Series in Agent Technology)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
This book is all about a computer programming language called AgentSpeak, and a particular implementation of AgentSpeak called Jason. The AgentSpeak language is intended for developing multi-agent systems. Before we start to investigate how to program with AgentSpeak, it seems appropriate to try to understand in more detail what multi-agent systems...
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Microsoft Visual Basic 2010 Developer's HandbookMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Visual Studio 2010 is an exciting version for the Visual Basic language, which reaches a double
	digit version in Visual Basic 10. This is a phenomenal achievement for a programming language,
	and it demonstrates the enormous utility that the language continues to provide, year after year.
	Visual Basic has always been a premier tool for...
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Concepts of Programming Languages (7th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2005
Concepts of Programming Languages describes the fundamental concepts of programming languages by presenting design issues, examining design choices, and critically comparing design alternatives without being language specific. This book is appropriate for anyone who wants to compare and contrast various programming languages.      
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SPARK: A Parallelizing Approach to the High-Level Synthesis of Digital CircuitsSpringer, 2004
Rapid advances in microelectronic integration and the advent of Systems-on-Chip have fueled the need for high-level synthesis, i.e., an automated approach to the synthesis of hardware from behavioral descriptions. 

SPARK: A Parallelizing Approach to the High - Level Synthesis of Digital Circuits presents a novel approach...
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Piton: A Mechanically Verified Assembly-Level Language (Automated Reasoning Series)Springer, 1996
This book describes the specification and proof of a compiler  for a realistically complicated assembly-level language. The book  defines the state of the art in machine check proofs of software.    Piton is a simple assembly-level programming language for a  microprocessor called the FM9001 described at the machine code level.  The correctness of...
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Programming PIC Microcontrollers with XC8Apress, 2017

	
		Learn how to use microcontrollers without all the frills and math. This book uses a practical approach to show you how to develop embedded systems with 8 bit PIC microcontrollers using the XC8 compiler. It's your complete guide to understanding modern PIC microcontrollers.
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Step into Xcode : Mac OS X DevelopmentAddison Wesley, 2006
A Step-by-Step Guide to the Xcode Mac OS Development Environment

Every copy of Mac OS X comes with Xcode, the powerful development suite that Apple uses to build applications ranging from Safari to iTunes. But because Xcode is complex and subtle, even experienced Mac programmers rarely take full advantage...
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